
i) Introduction There is great interest in the driv-
ing mechanism of the spontaneous toroidal flow and the
momentum transport physics to control the toroidal flow
profiles. It has been observed that there are both NBI
driven toroidal flow and spontaneously driven toroidal
flow due to the steep gradient of Ti in the high Ti dis-
charges on large helical device (LHD). And the dump-
ing of the toroidal flow with the stochastization of the
magnetic filed has been also observed. So, it is unusual
that the toroidal flow is driven simply to co-direction and
counter-direction with the co-beam and counter-beam in-
jection, respectively. In order to study the mechanisms of
the toroidal flow formation in LHD plasma, it is impor-
tant to find the birth and the growth of the spontaneous
component in the toroidal flow formation.

ii) Experiment and Results The plasma is sus-
tained with perpendicularly injected NBI (P-NBI). The
magnetic axis Rax of 3.6m and the magnetic field
strength B of 2.74T in this experiment. The electron
density is 2 − 3 × 1019m−3. We can avoid the dump-
ing of the counter toroidal flow by stochastization of
the magnetic field with just a bit higher electron density
than the 2.0× 1019m−3. The toroidal flow profiles have
been measured with charge exchange spectroscopy. LHD
equips three tangentially injected NBI. Co-direction and
counter-direction are defined as the parallel and anti-
parallel to the equivalent toroidal plasma current, re-
spectively. Injection of the tangential NBI starts at the
time of 3.8s.

Figure 1 (a) and (b) show the time evolution of ion
temperature at the plasma center and the gradient of
ion temperature near the mid-radii of the plasma, respec-
tively. There are two cases in the plot. The one is the co-
injection case and the other is the counter-injection case.
The ion temperature and the gradient is increased with
the injection of tangential NBI. There is no significant
differences of the time evolutions of ion temperature and
its gradient in both the cases of co and counter-injection.

Figure 1 (c) shows the time evolution of toroidal
flow at the plasma center in both the cases of co and
counter-injection. The toroidal flow is increased rapidly
to the direction of injected neutral beams just after the
injection. The absolute values are almost same at t = 4s
in both the cases. It is considered that the symmet-
ric change is due to the momentum input with the neu-
tral beam injection. After the rapid change of the neu-
tral beam driven component, the toroidal flow velocity
changes slowly toward the co-direction in both the cases.
Co-direction is an opposite direction to the injected beam
in the case of Counter-injection.

Time evolution of averaged value of flow velocity
in both the two cases is shown with triangle symbols
in Fig.1 (c). The flow component driven in same co-
direction which is not depend on the direction of injected
beam is considered to be a spontaneous component. The
spontaneous component is increased monotonically while
the ion temperature and its gradient change rapidly then
slowly after the NBI. It is suggested that the observed
spontaneous component is not coming from the ion tem-
perature or ion temperature gradient directly.
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Fig. 1: Time evolutions of (a) ion temperature at the
plasma center, (b) the gradient of ion temperature near
the mid-radii of the plasma, and (c) the toroidal flow at
the plasma center in the case of co-injection (circle) and
counter-injection (square) of NBI. Averaged value of the
toroidal flow driven in both the cases are also plotted
(triangle).

  
  

In this report, we present the result from NBI 
switching experiment (from co- to counter-NBI) with a 
high input power and low density regime (ne<1x1019 m-3) at 
the BT = +2.75 T, investigating the spontaneous toroidal 
flow at the plasma core region. The plasma configuration 
has a vacuum magnetic axis position of RAXIS = 3.60 m 
having the helical pitch parameter of γ = 1.254.  

We observed a finite change in the toroidal plasma 
flow for carbon impurity ions at ρ ~ 0.5 in the co-direction 
(a few km/s, or more) even in the counter-NBI phase as 
shown in Fig. 1. In this case (discharge 119645), the 
direction of the momentum injection to the plasma core 
region was switched from co- (1 unit) to counter-direction 
(0.5 to 1.5 unit). This indicates a spontaneous toroidal 
plasma flow in the plasma core region in particular at about 

half the plasma minor radius (but this phenomenon is seen 
in transiently). It should be noted that the toroidal plasma 
flow at the plasma axis reached almost stationary phase at 
about 200 ms after the NBI switching from co- to counter-
NBI, and it was unchanged at the separatrix due to the NBI 
switching. It is suggested that the momentum was pumped-
out from the plasma central region to the half plasma minor 
radius, transiently. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), we observed the 
toroidal plasma flow structure having a W-like shape 
around the plasma axis during this transient phase at which 
the external momentum input direction is switched from 
co- to counter-direction. It should be noted that the 
gradients in the mean plasma parameters at about half 
plasma minor radius exhibit a little increase in response to 
the beam switching as shown in Fig. 2 (a, d~f). The 
poloidal plasma flow at the half plasma minor radius 
(R~4.2 m) seems to be damped during NBI switching phase 
as shown in Fig. 2 (c).  

There are various driving and damping mechanism in 
the momentum transport, including the contribution from 
an off-diagonal term of the transport matrix, which does not 
depend on velocity shear or the velocity itself.1) We cannot 
explain these new findings by means of a simple model for 
the momentum diffusion due to the plasma viscosity, and 
hence this phenomenology remains theoretically rich and 
complex. The experimental data presented here could aid 
the verification of the non-local momentum transport. 

 
1) Ida, K. and Rice, J. E : Nucl. Fusion 54 (2014) 045001. 

Fig. 1. Temporal evolution of (a) NBI power, toroidal 

rotation velocity at (b) ρ = 0.0, (c) ρ = 0.5, and (d) ρ 
= 1.0. Contour plot of the spatiotemporal evolution for 
toroidal rotation velocity is also shown in (e). 

Fig. 2. Profiles for (a) ion temperature, (b) toroidal, (c) 

poloidal rotation for carbon impurity ions, electron (d) 
temperature, (e) density, and (f) pressure vs. major radius. 
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